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Topical Importance: The present study investigates the lexical structure of 

the compound words from the conceptual domain “Economy”.  The special terms 
and professional jargon words from this domain can be split into the following 
structure types: two-component compounds and multi-component compounds.  
The lexicon of business sphere can be divided into three registers in their semantic 
representation: terms, professional words and jargon words. As a result, we have 
managed to highlight that a compound word can of endocentric and exocentric 
type not depending on its structure.  The compound special terms can be defined as 
a rapidly developing corpus of words that needs further analysis and 
categorization.   

Goal: The major goal of this study is to analyze and describe semantic and 
structure types of compounds of the economic discourse. 

Tasks: There is a number of tasks one should accomplish to achieve the goal 
set above:  

- to indentify the productive source domain for the target domain “Economy”; 
- to establish the correlation between exocentric and endocentric 

characteristics of economic terms, 
- to find out the main categories in economic lexicon. 
Theoretical value: The theoretical value of the work consists in the endeavor 

to process compound special terms from economic discourse through the 
postulates of cognitive semantics. What is more is to describe the compound types 
with the help of structuralist imagery in the description in word- formation and to 
make an attempt to find out that morphology contributes to the wider goals of 
cognitive science that explores the cognitive abilities to human beings.   

Practical applicability lies in the opportunity to use the special compound 
terms from the domain «Economy» in bilingual lexicography, as well as for 
practical course on cross-cultural communication in the sphere. 

Results: The central categories which organize the stock of compounds 
under discussion are as follows: «Financial asset» (referring to the primitive 
«Thing»)can be divided into such subcategories as «Money», «Financial 



 
 

instruments», «Payment». The subcategory «Money» can be split into «Paper 
money», «Currency» «Plastic money»; «Financial instruments» into «Stocks», 
«Bonds», «Loans»; the concept of «Payment» contains such subcategories as 
«Debt Payment» and «Salary». We hypothesize that the concept «Trade» can be 
referred to the primitive «Activity» and used as a categorizing tool for the different 
types of lexical items describing market activity.  

Implementation advice: The data of the conducted research can be used at the 
English classes for the students specializing in the area of business and commerce, 
or for the journalists specializing in the sphere of economics, as well as in the 
practice of bilingual lexicography.  
 


